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Williams and the members of the United States women’s

team have resumed their preparations for the 2020
Tokyo Olympics ahead of the Games in just over two

weeks time. After arriving back in the States following
the conclusion of their play-offs, the world’s top ranked

players have begun their workouts in Stanford University
ahead of an exhibition match against the University of
Pennsylvania later this week. In the same city as the

Pac-12 last weekend, the collegiate team has faced off
against New York’s Big Apple group of national college
universities. Alongside Harvard University, Columbia
University and the University of Toronto, the other

American men’s student-athletes involved will play at
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the Big 5. The final group of players competing in the
state of California for Stanford – including some of the

women’s squad – will be based in California ahead of the
opening ceremony in Japan in around two weeks time.
The first match of the series is scheduled for Saturday
(March 29), whilst the weekend concludess will also

feature the men’s and women’s teams facing off against
local high-school teams. While neither Williams or of her
male counterparts have won the individual NCAA title at

Stanford since the school rebranded in the fall, their
showing in the team event earned them the silver medal

in each of the last two editions tournaments.Q: Java :
Understanding static initialization order and lazy

initialization I was reading a Spring Tutorial and saw this
line: static long constant = 0; I have never seen this
before and I am not sure exactly what it means. It is

further explained in the tutorial: The JVM examines this
initialization statement during class initialization and sets
the initialization constant, constant, to 0 if and only if the

value of the constant variable is zero. Thus, the
assignment always happens before the first call to the
constant variable. The JVM will initialize the constant

variable before the first access to its value. So my
question is: Is this an example of lazy initialization or did
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